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"Using this technology, we’re able to
provide even more realistic action when

putting the ball into the air, and delivering
some very precise, powerful touches to
players as they take possession," said
David Rutter, Senior Producer on FIFA

Ultimate Team at EA SPORTS. Activities,
such as sprinting, lunging and streaking
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aim to deliver additional realism in-game.
Players can also choose the type of touch
they want to use in-game, including feints
or slaps to create opportunities. This will

be reflected in the player’s overall
animation, delivering a more polished and
lifelike experience. Most importantly, we

found that FIFA players rate the new
"HyperMotion" as being very useful for

gameplay and play out. It will be available
as an additional option for users who have
previously requested it for their Ultimate
Team. For players who don’t have this
option enabled, they can still play the

game with FIFA 22’s existing "Precision
Touch" options which still offer great

gameplay. We couldn’t be happier with
the results from this testing. We will be
working closely with our players in the

coming months to make sure we deliver
the exact right amount of depth and fun
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in every FIFA 22 release. The
"HyperMotion" option is an excellent

example of this, allowing us to deliver
both fidelity and fun for players in FIFA

Ultimate Team and in the new FIFA
mode." Here's an interview with the FUT

team to explain the issues they had
working with the new feature and why
they decided to call it "HyperMotion

Technology". Share your thoughts on the
video and the idea of motion capture.
David Rutter, Senior Producer on FIFA
Ultimate Team: We started working on
FIFA 22 around this time last year. We

actually didn’t know that we were going
to have the opportunity to test this during
the FIFA Championships. We started with

the goal of pushing the boundaries of
what we can achieve in FIFA, and one of
the things we discovered from this trial
was that we had to do something about
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the "Precision Touch" animations. We’ve
been working on that, but we were seeing
more players than we expected complain

about the "Precision Touch" option
because it was making them feel "loose”
or “clumsy” while playing the game. So
we decided to start a new project. We

know that many of our players were using
the Precision Touch option

Fifa 22 Features Key:

New FIFA 22 features:
• New Player Career Mode - Become a Pro for your club and work your way up from the
youth ranks to the first team as you progress through your career. Player movements,
tackles, aerial duels and on-ball actions provide the data behind the game. • New
Team Styles - Choose from 8 different kits to show your allegiance and style yourself
on-pitch. • New Sensors Technology - Analyze performances and find Champions
League-worthy players that fit your strategy using a new Physiological and Technical
Analysis system. • New Kick Off Superstar Goals - Play through goalkeepers and
become the match-winner when new Superstar and Super Superstar marks appear at
the back post.• Improved Player Performance - Record how you and your team perform together
using Pro Tactics. • Improved Pass Weighting - Passers now challenge defenders more
intensely as they challenge the ball. • Improved Tactical Awareness - See players
maintain their positions better with ease and read the game more accurately. • Re-
designed Animation - Witness the ball-to-player animations to see how they have been
improved. The ball now moves faster and reacts to contact more realistically. • 
Changed Player Demographic - Over 100,000 new, authentic new faces have been
added, with an even greater representation from Europe as you can see than before.
New attributes have been added for faces to make Pro Clubs more diverse, while
hundreds of new animations have been added to bring faces to life. Visual effects have
also been improved to make faces more realistic and mouths more lifelike when talking
with your friends. • Improved Player Intelligence - All players have been rated for each
other to provide better match-making, and you can also compare Player Attributes to
see if you’ve found a better or worse match. • 
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System Requirements:

*Windows 7 (64-bit) or later *Mac OSX
10.6 or later *a multitouch device (or

mouse & keyboard) *optional: HDMI or
Component output *bluetooth-capable
device *Graphic Card: NVIDIA GeForce
8600 or higher; ATI Radeon X1300 or

higher *CPU: Intel Core2 Duo or higher
*RAM: 4GB *HDD: 20GB free space

Developer tools required: *X
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